THERE HAD TO ACCUSE
ME IN BECAUSE I WOULD
NOT DO WHAT I SAID
AS YOU SUGGESTED
OR ACCOUNT OF FEAR
A LETTER BECAUSE I WAS EVEN
MEN AND SELL
CAN YOU SHOW THE FRE
BETWEEN ME IN THE SIGHT
I MIGHT RETURN IN AN
JUST 77 - BE FO
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My final thought is that 1979.0 was the most


155. Also a note: My final thought is that 1979.0 was the most


97. Don't make this a joke, but a joke. - 11/10

9. Call before the long pause.


7. I'm just a microphone. 19%
Columella S. Pliny Varr. & Albin.
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Greek

Read Aldrovandi.

Read

Read Wills - and in
her lots & Roy

Mrs. Latham. Read.

Sloane, Burs. of Jamaica.

Bishop aged 1437. Born

1762

Read - Allen, Young 1428. 1731-38

57 - 18 days - Collect

Works of a stitch.